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We will just chock it up to summer vacation and business travel.  The group for one of our classic rides was smaller than 

expected but still a great Descenders group ride.  I rolled to Black Mountain Road to meet Guido and Chad, good start so far.  

We headed over to Spring Meadow but only met up with Geoff and finally Rick flew down the hill from his house in his new kit.  

The five of us met up with Larry, Bob P and Rick W at Garden Road; only eight riders for Mussey and Pamo! 

My hand was still hurting from the MTB falls so I was off the back quickly on the SPP climb.  It turns out I fractured the hook of 

the hamate bone.  Rest is the most conservative option to heal, good day to ride and climb.  Larry was kind enough to pedal 

with me up SPP and we regrouped at the top. 

 
Chad and Guido 

 
Group Start at Garden Road 

 

The ride continued on past Mt Woodson to the top of Mussey where Jeff L joined us.  He had ridden up early with 

another group of riders.  The descent down Mussey started well but Bob P pulled over due to a flat.  The group 

split apart with everyone but Bob eventually making it to the bottom for a quick break.  Jeff and I pedaled out first 

to try to stay ahead of the fast group.  I was caught but did get a photo of the riders climbing Mussey.  

 
Climb up Mussey Grade 

 
Group at bottom of Mussey Grade 



 

We all rolled over to start the descent of Pamo Road. Jeff L got caught at the light after the Dye Road acceleration.  At the 

bottom of Pamo, near the bridge, I retreated back up the hill as I knew I would again slow down the guys on the climb.  I met up 

with Jeff who was descending so we climbed back up Pamo while the rest of the guys went to the end of the road.  I camped 

out near the top of the climb, enjoyed the view and was able to capture the riders on their way to the top.  Chad and Larry put 

in a huge effort to earn top ten honors for the segment climb.   

 
Larry on Pamo Climb 

 
Chad climbing Pamo 

 
Guido knows how tough 
Pamo is to climb 

 

The Rick duo was talking as they climbed and put on a good show for the camera.  They are also nice enough to come back for 

me when I made it to the top.  We picked up the pace and regrouped with the rest of the guys at the corner heading back into 

Ramona.  I had been slow and off the back of the group all day and my hand was hurting more so I decided to take it easy down 

the Ramona Grade to head home and let the rest of the guys ride harder back along Dye Road. 

 
Pamo Valley 

 
Rick W and Rick B on Pamo 

 
Bob, Geoff, Guido 

 

Jeff L was kind enough to volunteer to ride back with me.  He was going to stop by his wife’s office on Pomerado on his way 

home.  We cruised down Ramona Grade to San Pasqual Academy, where we stopped to get water.  Jeff had never climbed 

Bandy which got us back to HVR.  I was tired and ready to pootle solo back home; Jeff and I split at the end of HVR.  I had to 

stop again at the gas station for more water before climbing behind Black Mountain to the house.  The ride was 70 miles with 

about 4,600 of climbing for me.  Other guys got in more miles with Larry riding about 100 miles, great day for a group ride.  


